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FREPACE

trellinlnary to the Investigation of the kinetics of

the liquid phase thermal Isomerization of a-pinene dis-

cussed in Chapter III it v/as necessary first, to develop

distillation coltunns capable of purifying the substrate

and of analyzing the reaction mixtures and second, to

purify and determine the physical constants of the a-pinene.

The construction and operation of efficient fraction-

ating columns for the purification and analysis of ter-

penes is described in Chapter I.

The physical properties of pure samples of a-pinene

are given in Chapter II. Since B-pinene occurs vith

a-pinene in American gum turpentine (1) it seemed advisable

to determine, in addition, the physical properties of

pure B-pinene and of knoTm mixtures of a- and B-pinene.
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CliAi^TER I. DISTILLATION COLUMNS^

Many eiTlcient fi^actionating columns have been report-

ed, most of which have been designed primarily for petroleim

fractionation. Such columns are not necessarily effective

in terpene fractionation. To be satisfactory for the latter

the col\imns must perform effectively on viscous and semi-

viscous liquids at pressvires of 10-20 mm. They must have a

low pressure drop and small operating holdup per theoretical

plate and must have a high throughput so the.t distillations

can be made in a short time in order to minimize thermal

reaction. In addition, for the purposes of this laboratory,

the columns must be of economical construction, readily

duplicated and must operate efficiently vhen heated by a

Nichrome-wound jacket insulated by an outer glass tube.

Several types of colijmn construction were considered.

The cost of the Stedman and todbelniak coltimns made their

extensive use Impossible. The concentric glass tube colvuan

of Selker, Burk and Lankelma(2), although having a very low

operating holdupj and H.E.T.Jr., apparently does not have a

very high capacity and seems to require a more elaborate

system of column controls than v/as feasible. Single-turn

glass helices, a loose packing, would not operate satis-

factorily for terpenes under the conditions described.

^The work discussed in this chapter was done in collaboration
with W. David Stallcup.
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Preliminary experiments indicated that columns packed

with Berl saddles, Raschlg rings, or the spiral screen

type of Lecky and Ev;ell(5) could be economically con-

structed and easily operated v.ith terpene mixtures.

Operation of distillation columns. The liquid to be

fractionated is placed in the distillation flask at the

bottom of the column. Heat is applied to the flask and the

liquid vaporizes into the coltonn. If the column heat is

maintained cl;)se to the boiling tonperature of the liquid

the vapor will condense and revaporire successively through-

out the column. The higher the mixture rises in the column

the richer it becomes in the more volatile comix>nent.

The vapors which reach the top of the column are con-

densed by means of a v.ater jacketed condenser in the colvunn

head. A thermometer registers the vapor temperature. The

condensed vapors may be returned to the column or collected

in a receiver. This is regulated by means of an outlet

stopcock, v.-hen the stopcock is completely closed, ell the

liquid is returned to the column and the column then operates

under total refltix.

l^ile operating under total refltix, if the column heats

are properly controlled for a period of one to several hours,

a given column will produce its best results. If the column

performance is to approach this maximum during a fractionation

of a liquid mixture the condensate must be collected from the
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head so alov/ly that the equilibrium between the liquid and

vapor In the column la disturbed as slightly as possible.

The rate of collection is controlled by means of the outlet

stopcock. If this rate is slow most of the liquid vill be

returned to the column throufih a calibrated drop-counter.

The ratio of the volume of liquid returned to the column to

the volume of liquid collected is called the reflux ratio.

The higher the reflux ratio the more nearly are equilibrivua

conditions maintained and the greater is the operating

efficiency of the coliunn.

An industrial plate column contains a series of plates,

or levels. Vhen in operation a liquid phase is retained on

the imrface of each plate. The liquid is constantly vaporiz-

ing and the vapors pass throuf^ slots into the liquid layer

on the plate above. For these columns, a perfect plate is

defined as one in v.-hich equlllbriiim is maintained betv/een

the liquid and vapor phases(4).

Such a condition may be produced many times in a labor-

atory distillation column since the vapor condenses and re-

vaporizes successively throughout the column. The height of

a packed column equivalent to a perfect plate is such that

the vapor at the top of the height is in equilibrium with

the liquid at the bottom. This is termed the H.E.T.1% (height

equivalent to a theoretical plate) and Is a measure of the

efficiency of the column packing, under a specified con-

dition of operation.
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Toata and Measurements . Doscrlptlona of the columns

and test data are recorded in Table 1, i-age 10.

To determine the column efficiency a mixture of n-heptane

and methyl chclohexane v;as refluxed In the column at atmos-

pheric presrure until equlllbrlT.im had been attained. At

this point tv;o snail samples v ere taken, one from the head

and the other from the distillation flat^k. The refractive

indices of these samples v/ere meeoured and the number of

plates vere read directly from a graph (Figure 1), page 5-A.

This graph was suggested by Lecky and E>7ell{3) from the data

of Beatty and Callngaert(5) and Bromlley and Qulggle(6). The

relations on vlalch it is based, and its derivation therefrom^

are given by :^tallcup(7a) . In Table 27 (appendix) are

tabulated the experimental data from v/hich the column

efficiencies vere determined.

The operating holdup of the col^amn is the volume of

liquid present in the column during the distillation. This

was measured by the metlxid of Tongberg, Q^iiggle and Fenske(8).

In this method, a v^eig^ed amount of a non-volatile compound,

such as stearic acid, is dissolved In a velghed amount of a

volatile compound, bensene, end the mixture is refluxed in

the column under operating conditions. A spjnple of several

grams la taken from the distilling flask and v/eighed. The

benzene is removed from the sample on s steam bath and the

sample is v/eighed again. These tv;o v/elghlngs are used to

calculate the relative amounts of the tv/o compotinds in the
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Figure 1. Flate I)etermlnatlon3,j\[l:to„n-Heptane-Methyl CjisL
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distillation flask from which the weight of benzene re-

maining; in the flask may be dptermined. This veight sub-

tracted from the oricinal v/ei^ht of mixture in the flask

must be the v.eicht of benzene present in the column v;hile

it is in operation. Conversion of this weight to volume

gives the operating holdup of the column. The data is

given in Table 28 (appendix). The large size of column 7

made the direct measurement of its operating holdup im-

practicable. Instead, a colviran 21 inches long of identical

construction v/as tested.

1. Original concentration of stearic acidt 10#2^

2. Original v;eight of mixture: 67,9 g.

3. V.ei^t stearic acid = 0.102x67.9 « 6.9 g.

4. Pinal concentration of stearic acidi 16.8^

5. (0.168)X = 5.9 g. where X is the weight

of mixture in kettle after refluxing.

6. X = 6.9/0.168 s 41.1 g.

7. V/eight benzene in col\xnm = G7.9 - 41.1 = 26.8 g.

8. Volume benzene in column = v/t. /density (0.89) =30.1 cc.

This corresponds to an operating holdup of 67 cc. of benzene

for column 7.

The operating holdup of a column is fvn important factor,

particularly in analytical distillations, since the coltimn

holdup should be small v;ith respect to the volume of the

mixture which is fractionated.
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The non-drainable holdup was detemlned as recommended

by Ward(9) in which a knov^n volume of benzene v;as poured into

the top of the column and the volume of benzene collected at

the bottom of the column during the first minute ras observed.

The difference in these two volumes equals the non-drainable

holdup.

Pressure drops were measured on columns 7 and 8 by

connecting the manometer alternately to the kettle and the

head by means of a double diagonal stopcock. v,hen measured

in this vay the pressure drop in column 7 was 2 mm. at a head

reflux of 2.5 ml. per minute, distilling B-pinene at 20 mm.

Column 8, ^.hen di..tilling B-pinene at 20 mm, pressure with a

head reflux of 0.8 ml. per minute, had a pressure drop of

2.5 mm.

Construction and Performance

Raschip: rings (4x4 mm.) In column 1 gave an H.E.T.P. of

2.1 inches. This vas a 120 cm. (4 foot) column of 11 mm.

(0.45 inch) inside diameter. Because of its high operating

holdup (0.5 ml./plate) this column could not be used for

analysis. Peters and Baker(lO) stated that unsatisfactory

results were obtained rhen 4x4 mm. Raschig rings were used in

an analytical column.

Berl saddles (4x4 mm.) in column 2 gave essentially the

same H.E.T.P. (2.0 inches) as the Raschig rings in a column

of the same size. However, when column 3 of 19 mm. (0.75 inch)

inside diameter was filled with these Berl saddles the H.E.T.P.
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decreased to 3.25 cm. (1,3 Inches). This value Is comparable

with the best values reported for other loose packlngs(ll)

with the exception of slr^^ile-turn stainless wire hellces(12).

These data and previous experiments v/ith the distilla-

tion of terpenos at 20 mm. pressure usinf^ 4x4 mni. Berl

saddles Indicate that this Is a satisfactory type of packing

for purification of components in the more readily separable

terpene mixtures. For some substances Berl saddles should

not be used because of the catalytic nature of their un-

glazed porcelain surface.

Spiral screen columns v;ere made of tv.'o different sizes.

A* Laboratory columns for large quantities of material.

Four foot lengths of the follov-.ing coliwms v. ere made.

Colximn 4. H.E.T.t. 4,6 Inches. Stainless steel gauze

(60x60 mesh) v/as used to make washers of outside diameter

(o.d. ) 37 ram. (1,50 inches) and inside diameter (l.d.)

10 mm. (0,40 inch). One-eighth inch of the outer edge of

the v.asher was cupped at an an{^le of 45 degrees. A sector

of approximately 20 degrees ^vas removed from each v/asher

and the washers v.ere spot-welded together Into a spiral

group of tv/enty-four. By Joining these groups in a similar

manner, any desired length could be obtained. This spiral

was then placed on the inner glass tube. A stiff vvire

spiral spacer, made of 1.8 inch Iron wire, V;ith five turns
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to the Inch v&a screv.ed Into the gauze spiral. Long stiff

rods were v.elded to the ends of the spacer to permit pull-

ing as well as pushing of the screen into the glass tubing,

the l.d. of vihich v^as ahout I/I6 inch less than the o.d. of

the cupped spiral. At intervals during the insertion, the

exposed gauze spiral was tightened on the inner tube in order

to ensure a more uniform fit. Vilien the colxmin was assembled

the spacer vvas removed by turning it in the proper direction.

Column 5. H.E.T.i^. 2.8 inches. To make a tighter fit

the diameter of the inside tube was increased, otainleas

steel gauze washers (60x60 meah), o.d. 37 mm. (1.50 inches),

i.d. 18 mm. (0.71 inch), \;ere uaed. The column was assembled

by the same procedure as described above.

Column 6. H.E.T.i". 1.3 inches. The spiral screen pack-

ing of column 5 v/as removed, ground on the mandrel to the de-

sired outside diameter and inserted in a glass tube, the

Inside diameter of which was about I/8 inch smaller.

Column 7. H.E.T.t. 0.66 inch; operating holdup per plate

was 0.95 ml. Stainless steel gauze washers (50x50 mesh) v/ere

used of o.d. 37 mm. (1,50 inches), i.d. 18 mm. (0,71 inch).

The procedure for assembly of this column followed that for

column 4. However, after spot-welding together the washers

of this stiffer 50x50 mesh gauze the spiral was ground as de-

scribed for colvmm 6 and then was placed on the inner rod and

inserted in a glass tube of the proper inside diameter. This

column is comparable to those reported by Lecky and Ev;ell(3),
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Table 1

Columns and Test Data



B# Laboratory coliunns for small quantities of material,

Coliiinn 8, H.E.T.i'. 0.72 inch; operating holdup per

plate v-as 0.14 ml. The procedure in making this four foot

length of column v/as the same as that described for column 4

since the grinding; used in colvonns 6 and 7 was not necessary

for columns of small diameter. The column was made with

stainless steel gausse v/ashera (60x60 mesh), o,d, 10 rnm,

(0.40 inch), i,d, ;;,5 ram (0,10 inch). The v/ashers had a

l/l6 inch cup around the outer edge. Nickel v;ire was used

as tile inner rod and the spacer used had seven turns to the

inch.

Operation of spiral screen columns with terpenes . The

columns v.ere thoroughly v;etted dov/n \;ith the liquid and the

column temperature waa adjusted to rvlthin 2 of the boiling

point of the more volatile component. The coliomns were

operated at total reflux until liquid-vapor equilibrium was

attained, at v.hich time continuous fractionation v/as begun.

Column 7, Table 29 (appendix) contains the refractive

Index data illustrating how this column fvinctioned at 20 ram,

pressure on the separation of a-pinerve from the B-pinene in

a commercial sample of a-pinene obtained from gum turpentine.

The coliamn was operated with a head reflux of 2,5 ml, per

minute as measured by a calibrated drop counter. No attempt

was made to measure reflux at the bottom of the colximn. A

head reflvix ratio of 25 to 1 v/as used. This column had also
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been used successfully to obtain pure B-plnene from conmer-

clal material.

Table 30 (appendix) gives the refractive Index data of

a separation of a prepared mixture of a-plnene, caraphene,

and B-plnene at 20 mm, by a 180 cm. (3 foot) length of a

column of the diameter and construction of column 7, A head

reflux ratio of 40 to 1 used during the collection of jure

a-plnene v/as purposely maintained throughout the transition

from a-pinene to carnphene. This readily explains the gradual

shift toward camphene at the begiiming of tlie transition and

the holdup of approximately 110 ml. In the transition from

camphene to B-pinene the head reflux ratio \/as inc readied to

60 to 1, causing a holdup of about 85 ml, v.hlch vcs 15 ml,

less than the operating holdup of the column. Over 100 ml,

of the camphene obtained had a solidifying range of 44-45°C.

and the remainder solidified at temperatxires not lower ttian

25° C. Tlxis distillation of about 800 ml. of mixture v/as

completed In 9 days. This indicates hov; this column might

be used for rapid analysis of large quantities.

Column 8, As a preliminary test this column was used

to separate a mixture of 35 ml. of carbon tetrachloride and

35 ml. of cyclohexane into approximately 90 mole percent car-

bon tetrachloride and 100 mole percent cyclohexane. The hold-

up of the column under the conditions of operation was 15 ml.

and the separation required 36 hours. The boiling point and

refractive index data is given in Table 31 (appendix).
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When fractionating terpenoa, col\xtnn 8 was so regulated

that the head reflux was about 0,8 ml. per minute. A head

reflux ratio of 25 to 1 was used on the plateaus of the dis-

tillation curves (7t)) but usually a higher ratio of about 40

to 1 VB.S used when pasi^.ing between i;lateaus. The lov ires-

sure drop of this column combined vith its high capacity min-

imizes any thennal reaction by allovdng an analysis to be

completed in a short period of time.

32 ml. v.ere collected from a mixture of a-pinene and

B-pinene distilled through column 8 at 20 mm. pressure.

These compounds boil 7.5 degrees apart at 20 mm. The data is

given in Table 3i: . 16 ml. of a-pinene, 11 ml. of B-pinene

and 5 ml, of mixture boiling betveen the two pure comjionents

were obtained.

Table 33 (appendix) gives data for the separation of a

mixture of a-pinene and a dipentene cut of commercial ma-

teriel. The two major fractions rere, respectively, a-pinene

and dipentene. The small middle fraction on analysis was

found to be p-menthane, vhich the temperature plot fails to

detect.

The data for the separation of a mixture of terpens

alcohols at 20 mm. pressxire is g4.ven in Table 34 (appendix),

trior to distillation the mixture had a relative viscosity

of 31. The operation of the column for a material of this
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viscosity is nearly as easy as it is for a mixture of a- and

B-pineno. Tliia ease of operation with such viscous materials

makes the spiral screen type of colvuan particularly valuable

in the analysis of many terpene mixtvires.

Costs of spiral screen columns

The entire cost of coltunn 7, including all Jackets and

glass standard tAper Joints v;as #37.00; of coliomn 8, #35.00.

Labor costs including overhead v/ere calculated at the rate of

$1.50 per hour. Tv.o work-hours per foot on column 7 and four

v/ork-hours per foot on column 8 vrere required. These costs

do not include the construction of the punches for cutting

the spirals v/hich requires about 15 hours each.

Summary

The details of the construction of the spiral screen type

of column are given.

Test data for 4x4 mm. Raschig rings, 4x4 ram. Berl saddles,

and the spiral acreen colximns are given. For a loose packing

the 4x4 ram. Berl saddles have a high efficiency and are suit-

able for terpene fractionations.

Results are piven for the operation of columns vrith the

spiral screen packing on various terpene mixtures.
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CAHPTl^R II. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF a- AtlD B-PINEIIE^

Data in the literature show a wide variation in the

values for the physical constants for a-plnene(I) and

B-Plnene(II).

f

H3

HpC^ ^CE
H3CCCH2

CHp
II

C

HoC\
CH

Ho

HgCCCHg

«2° CH.

a-plnene
(I)

B-plnene
(II)

V/ith the fractionation colvmins previously discussed it

is possible to obtain a- and B-pinenes which should be of a

higher degree of purity than has been reported heretofore.

Preparation of a-pinene and B-pinene

a-Pinene was prepared by tlie careful fractionation of

four liters of commercial a-pinene? from gum turpentine,

througli a spiral screen column at 20 mm. presstire and a reflux

ratio of 40 to 1. This column exerted 75 plates upon a mixture

of n-heptane-moth Icyclohey.ane at total reflux and atmospheric

pressure. Fractions were collecter at 75 cc. intervals. All

••Tlie work discussed in this chapter was done in collaboration
with Y/. David Stallcup.
^Furnished througli the coxirtesy of Southern Pine Chemical
Company, Jacksonville, Florida,
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fractions with a refractive Index in the range 1.4631-1.4633

at 25«0° were combined and refractlonated through the same

column. Fractions were then collected at 50 cc. intervals

and their refractive indices and optical rotations were meas-

ured at 25«0°» The fractions v;hlch had constant values of re-

fractive index and optical rotation were combined and were

considered to be pure a-pinene. In verification, a 100 cc.

portion of the latter was fiactionated through a column which

had 60 plates determined as above. No change in these two

physical constants was noted at any point d\iring collection

of the distillate,

a-pinene from wood turpentine^ was desired also. The prep-

aration of this pure component from wood turpentine involves

its separation from a small amount of camphene which boils

about 3° higher. The intermediate fractions having constant

refractive indices and optical rotations at 25.0° were then

combined and refractionated. The material thus obtained had

constant physical properties and was of the same purity as

the a-pinene from gum turpentine.

The B-pinene used was prepared in an analogous manner from

commercial B-pinene^ obtained from gum turpentine.

Piirchased from Hercules Powder Company.
'^Furnished tlirough the courtesy of Southern Pine Chemical
Company, Jacksonville, Florida.
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These purified plnenes had the follov<rln£ constantst

(20,6'inra!) n25»0D d25.04 (a)2^«°D

a- (gum)



Table 2

Densities of Mixtures of a- and B-pinene

Mole
Fraction
B-pinene

0.000

0,162

0.292

0,402

0.497

0.623

0,703

0.846

1.000

^5.0

observed

0.8542

0,8562

0,8579

0.8593

0.8605

0.8621

0,8630

0,8647

0,8666

,25,0
d4

calculated

0,8542

0.8563

0.8579

0.8593

0.8605

0.8621

0.8630

0.8648

0.8666
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equation

d^^ - 0,8542 + 0,0129X - O.OOOSX^ (1)

In v/hlch X Is the mole fraction of B-plnene.

Refractive Index Measurements * These v/ere obtained with

the pure substances and their mixtures by means of an Abbe*

refractometer calibrated against a knovm glass. Constant

temperature was maintained by circulating water through the

refractometer from the thermostat described above. The average

deviation of the determinations was 0.00006

,

Refractive Index measurements of the two pure substances

for the temperature range 15-35° show that both a- and B-plnene

have a coefficient of 0.00045 unit per degree. The data is re-

corded In Table 3, page 20.

The variation of the refractive Index with concentration

for mixtures of B-plnene and either gum or wood a-plnene at

25.0° may be expressed by the equation

j^25,0p . 1.4631 + 0.0144X - O.OOOTX^ (2)

where X Is the mole fraction of B-plnene. The data Is In

Table 4, page 21.

The molar refractions of the pure components were cal-

culated using the standard atomic refraction values of Auwers

and Elsenlohr and also a value of 0.48 for the cyclobutane

ring. In this manner the value of 43.99 was obtained for
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Table 3

Variation of Refractive Index with Temperature

t°C.

13.7

17.9

20.1

24.0

27.3

30.4

34.5

25.1

a-plnene
OD

1.4682

1.4663

1.4653

1.4636

1.4621

1.4607

1.4588

1.4631

B-plnene

»D

1.4818

1.4800

1.4789

1.4772

1.4758

1.4743

1.4725

1.4768
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Table 4

Refractive Indices of Mixtures of a- and B-plnene

Mole
Fraction
B-pinene

0.000

0.095

0.203

0.300

0.400

0.493

0.588

0,694

0.781

0.902

1.000

observed

1.4631

1.4645

1.4660

1.4673

1.4687

1.4700

1.4713

1.4727

1.4739

1.4755

1.4768

n^S.Oij

calculated

1.4631

1.4645

1.4660

1.4674

1.4687

1.4700

1.4713

1.4727

1.4739

1.4755

1.4768
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"both a- and B-plnene. Prom the observed data the values of

43.93 and 44.40 v/ere calculated for a- and B-pinene, respec-

tively, by use of the Lorenz-Lorentz equation!

where Mr^ is the molecular refraction

H is the molecular weight of the compound

d Is the density of the comixiund

a la the refractive index of the corai^ound

the Na_ line.

The exaltation of 0.41 for B-plnene is probebly due to the

presence of the exocyclic double bond. Auv:era(18) has pro-

posed that values of from 0.32 to 0.52 be added to correct

for the exocyclic double bond.

t-olarimetric Measurements . Since a-pinene has a rotation

that varies with its source, sample, and time of year collected

from the tree, the value of this constant has no diagnostic

significance (19). It has been pointed out by Darmoi3(20)

that B-pinene has a constsjit specific rotation regt rdless of

its source, and that this value la -22.44° for the J-line of

mercury. Dupont(16) reported a value of -22.48°.

All rotations were observed at 25.0° in a Jacketed tVvO-

decimeter tube. A Duboscq polarimeter, reading by vernier to

0.01° of arc and equipped v;lth suitable filters, depending on

the v/ave length of light, was used. Readings on the same tube
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could be made v/ith an average deviation of 0*09P using the

sodium light and 0»03° using a leaa Intense mercury arc.

Listed In Table 5, page 24, are rotations of a- and

B-plnene and their mixtures for the Nap(589 ram,), Hgj (578 mm.)

and Eg, (546 mm,) lines. Also given are the observed rotatory

dispersions. The rotatoi^y dispersion of an optlcslly active

compound Is the ratio of its rotation for tvo different v/ave

lengths. This value of the dispersion varies with the v;ave

lengths used. Blot's lav for the linearity of specific ro-

tations of mixtxires does not hold exactly. The maximum de-

viation Is about 0,3® at a mole fraction of 0,5, The data

could be expressed by a second degree equation. However,

this relation v;ould change v^ith the variation in the value of

the rotation of the pure a-plnene used.

Also, listed in column 3, Table 5A, are tlie mole fractions

of B-pinone calcu3.ated by Blot's lav from the observed data

using the Na^ line. The deviations for the Hg. and Hg^ lines

are about the same.

Blot's law may be applied, to express rotatory dispersion

for a given mixture, in the form

(a)v „ nB-(aB-W -t- (1 - ^g-) (a^-W ia\

In which ng^ is the mole fraction of B-plnene in the mixture,

(ag.)^ and (ag„)jj are the specific rotations of B-pinene v/lth

the v-line and D-llne, respectively, and (aa-)^ and (a^.)!) are
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Table 5

A* Specific Rotations of Mixtures of a- and B-plnene

Mole
Fraction



the specific rotations of a-plnene with the v-llne and D-llne,

respectively. VJhen the values of dispersion are calculated

on this basis only slight variations from the observed dis-

persions are noted. This deviation Is illustrated for the

(a)^/(a) dispersion by the data in coltonn 3, Table 5B.

Dupont(20} observed that for high a-plnene content (ap-

proximately 70 mole per cent or greater) the dispersion is a

good indication of the a-plnene content. Ordinarily the

(a)y/(a), ratio is used, probably because the two lines are

obtained from the same source. Hov.-ever, the data show that

(a)y^{a)jj gives a wider dispersion range and therefore should

be a more satisfactory indication of the a-plnene content.

Vapor I:'res3ure Measxxrements . These were determined in

the pressure range from 15 to 80 mm. by use of a distillation

column in which the vapors were allowed to come to equilibrium

with the liquid. The column temperature v/as adjusted to v/ith-

in 1.5*^ of the tonperature recorded by the condensing vapors

In the head. The temperatures of the vapors were measured by

the use of a calibrated mercury thermometer that could be

reed to +0.05 . The bulb of the thermometer was wrapped with

a single layer of cotton gauze.

The pressixre was regulated by a manostat of the Hershberg-

Huntress type (17). The action of the vacuum pump on the mano-

stat was partially checked by placing a stopcock between the

pump and the manostat. The pressure fluctuations were mlnl-
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mized by Including a five callon bottle In the system be-

tvi-een the manostat and the column.

The manometer v/as connected to the head of the column

so that the pressure of the condensing vapors v;ould be re-

corded. Tlie vapor pressures v/ere measured v/lth a Germann

barometer, using a cathetometer which could be read to 0.01 mm.

The observed pressure readings were corrected to 0° for the

difference In the expansion of the mercury and the brass

scale at different temperattires(21) and were corrected to 45°

latitude and sea level(22). At each recorded temperature

about 2 cc. of liquid was collected at a reflux ratio of 20

to 1.

Eqiiatlons were obtained by applying the method of averages

to the corrected data. It was found that the equation

log p « 8.1020 - 2215/T (5)

represents the data for a-plnene for the stated pressure range.

The experimentally determined values agree with the values

calculated by the empirical equation v/lth an average devia-

tion of 0.08 mm. and a maxlmxan deviation of 0.2 mm. Glrallar-

ly, the equation

log p « 8.1504 - 2280/T (6)

represents the data of B-plnene for the same pressure range.

The experimentally determined values agree with the values

calculated by the empirical equation with an average deviation

-^Bullt by G.T. Armstrong.
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of 0.11 mm. and a raaxlmton deviation of 0.4 mm. The observed

data and the calculations illustrating the application of

the method of averages are given in Table 6, page 28, and

Table 7, page 29, respectively.

The Clauaiua-Clapeyron equation may be written

dT rI^
where L is the latent heat of vaporization

R 13 the molar gas constant (1.98 cals.)

T is Absolute temperature

p la pressure.

Assuming L and R to be constant, integration of equa-

tion (7) gives

2.303(log p) « -L/RT + C

and log p « C» - L/(2.503RT). (8)

The general form of thla equation, corresponding to

equations (5) and (6) la

log p » A - B(l/T)

where B « L/(2.303R)

and L « (2.303) (R) (B).

Thus from equations (5) and (6), the latent heat of

vaporization for the stated pressure range may be shown to

be 10,130 cal./mole or 74.35 cal,/g for a-pinene and 10,430

cal./mole or 76.60 cal./g. for B-pinene.
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Table 6

Vapor Pressures of a-Pinene

tOC, T°A, p(inm.)

obs*



Table 7

Vapor Pressures of B-Plnene

t°c.



The Isoboric vapor- 11.Quid compositions at 20 »0 inm«

These were deteminod using a modified Sameshiraa appara-

tua(25). TiAs is designed so that if a liquid mixture Is

boiled in the flask, the vapor in equilibrium v.ith the

liquid mixture is condensed in a small bulb. The overflow

from the bulb, as the vaporization continues, is returned

to the flask* Since the bulb has a volumne of 5-6 ml.,

time must be allov/ed for complete equilibrium to be attain-

ed*

About 100 cc. of mixture vas placed in the flask and

then brought to equilibrium, v/hich was generally reached

v/ithin tvo hours but four hours v/ere allowed before a final

measurement v;as made. Samples vere then withdrawn from the

flask and from the vapor receiver. The rate of flov., v.hich

averaged l.ij cc./rain., v/as regulated by the voltage applied

to the internal heater. The thermostat temperature vfas kept

about 2-4° above the estimated boiling temperature of the

liquid. Cold brine solution vvs circulated through the tv/o

condensers, each of v/hlch contained a condensing coil made

from a four foot length of glass tubing. Experiments shov;ed

that tliere v/as no detectable vapor loss four hour.', after

reaching equilibriiim betv/een liquid and vapor. The pressure

control system v/as the same one described for the measure-

ments of vai)or pressures of the pure compounds. Samples were

v.'ithdrav.Ti hy means of capillary pipets. Data were observed
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by starting v/lth mixtures rich in a-pinene and going to mix-

tures rich in B-pinene and also toy starting with mixtures

rich in B-pinene and going to mixtures rich in a-pinene. The

compo aitions v/ere drtemined by means of refractive index

measurements and application of equation (2). The data ob-

tained by this method are recorded in Table 8, page 32.

In order to ccxnpare tlie observed values with those of

an ideal system, pressures, p and Pn , of the pure com-

ponents \vere calculated by equations (5) and (6) for the tem-

peratures listed in Table 9, page 33. Then for each tempera-

ture v,'as calculated a liquid mixture comj^osition at 20.0 mm»

by applying Raoult's lav in the form

20.0 = ^a-^a- + (^ - 3Ca-)PB- (9)

where x„ is the mole fraction of a-pinene in the liquid

phase. The corresponding vapor composition v;as calculated

from the relation

y e ^a-Pa- (10)
^- 20.0

where y ^ is the mole fraction of a-pinene in the vapor phase.

The observed mole fraction of a-pinene in the vapor, correspond-

ing to liquid composition x„ , in colvimn 4, Table 9, v;as ob-

talned from a plot of the vapor-liquid relations at 20.0 mm.,

using the data in Table 8. The difference betv7een the observed

and calculated vapor composition is a measure of the devia-

tion from ideality of the mixtures. These deviations are

listed in the laat column of Table 9.
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Table 8

Liquid-Vapor Composition at 20 ram.

n25.0u





CHAPTER III. THE THERMAL ISOMERIZATION

OP a-I-INENE

In 1853 Berthelot(24) heated French turpentine in seal-

ed tubes at 250° for 10 hours. Polymerization occurred, ac-

companied by a change in rotation, and he noted that there

was no gas formation. Vallach(25) found that a-pinene form-

ed dipentene(III) and some

CH
polymerized material v/hen T 3

heated at 250-270°. H C^

—

^ ^^H
The first rate determi- ( 1

nationa of this reaction were ^ ^^-C^ ^

made by D. F. Smith(26). He J.

determined the rate by heating ^3^ CHg

sealed tubes of a-plnene in a
Dipentene

temperature controlled oil (III)

bath and measuring the rate of

decrease of the optical rotation of the reacting mixture.

The temperature range v;as 184-237°. Smith made most of his

determinations by putting just enough a-plnene in the tubes

so thct it ,as present in the gas phase only, at the tempera-

tures of the experiment. Some determinations were made with

a-pinene in various solvents. In only one tube did a-pinene

remain in the liquid phase. Tliis rate wa.- determined at
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184.6® and v/as found to be of the same order of maf^itude

as the rate in the gas phase. He found the reaction to "be

of first order and asaiimed it to be a racemlzatlon of the

a-plnene. Smith distilled the partially reacted mixture

from the tube in v.hlch the n-pinene reiurined in tlie liquid

phc.se and foxind its boiling point to be about 4P higher

thfin thifit of the original mixture. Tlie first part of the

distillate liad an optical ectivity 20^ higher than that of

the mixture but lov:er than that of the original a-pinene.

To account for this he explained that in all probability

"a small fraction of the changes of one active variety of

pinene to the opjosite variety is accompanied by rearrange-

ment of the molecule to form a high-boiling substance, which

Judging from the literature, should be limonene."

Conant and Carlaon(27) proved that dlpentene was form-

ed in this reaction both in the liquid and the vapor phase

at about 200°. They v/ere unable to fractionate knov.n mix-

tures of a-plnene and dlpentene with any efficiency through

the colximns eX their disposal and resorted to measuring the

amount of hydrogen absorbed by the reaction mixtures in

order to determine the amount of aipentene formed. The in-

crease in the amount of hydrogen absorbed was found to vary

linearly with the decrease in optical rotation of the reac-

tion mixture although the percentage error of a single de-

termination v.es ratlier high. The lighter boiling fractions
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of the pyrolysate yielded a crystalline tetrabromide cor-

responding- to that of dipentene. In codition they noted

that an appreciable amount of polymerized material v/as ob-

tained in the tubes in v/hich the reaction went nearly to

completion. Kassel(28) pointed out that on the baals of

the results of Conant and Carlson the rate constants for

the isomerization of a-pinene to dipentene vjould be twice

thoae calculated by Smith for the racemization of a-plnene.

Thurber and John3on{29), in an attempt to shov that

different isomers of a-pinene exist, determined the ener-

gies of a-pinene from two different sources. They followed

the procedure of Sm." th. An appreciable difference in the

energies of activation v/as found. Hovever, this could

have been due to impurities present in the samples of a-pln-

ene used. Upon fractionating approximately 20 cc . samples

of reaction mixture they found that most of each sample dis-

tilled above 159 at atmospheric pressure, vrhich vas higher

than the boiling point of the substrate, and hence concluded

that the reaction was not a simple racemization.

In revlev ing the results of the studies of this reac-

tion prior to 1931 it should be noted that efficient frac-

tionating coltmins were -unavailable both for the purification

of the substrate, a-pinene, and for the analysis of the

products.
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since that time some interesting results have been ob-

tained on passing a-pinene vapors through hot tubes at

various temperatures. At 240-250° Arbuzov(30) found that

as much as 26>^ of allo-ocimene(IV) was formed. Dupont and

Dulou(3l) using a copper tube

packed v/ith copper gauze ob- CH'r

tained at these temperatures ^!>C=CH-CH=CH-C=CH-CH,

not only allo-ocimene and di- '-'

Allo-ocimene
pentene but also a-pyronene(V) ^^^^

and B-pyronenc(VI), v/hlch they

characterized. Ooldblatt smd Palkln(32) Isoraerized

d-a-plnene In an all glass apparatus and at 375® obtained

about 12;;^ a- and B-pyronene, 42%' dipentene and 40;^ allo-

ocimene.

9^3 CHr.

\h

>
C^-(H^C-CH Y HjJ^ ^-CHg

^ H H2 ^

a-pyronene B-pyronene
(V) (VI)

In viev7 of these facts and with the previously de-

scribed spiral screen fractionating colvunns available it

seemed advisable to re-investigate the kinetics of the
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liquid phase thermal Isonerizatlon of a-plnene within the

teraperature range u^^ed by Sraith(26). As this investiga-

tion proceeded it becano evident tliat a more complete

study of the over-all reaction should include a study of

the polymerization of allo-ocimene.

Experimental

I-urification of reactants * A comnercial grade of d-a-

pinene from wood t\irpentine was carefully fractionated

tiiTough a five foot length of spiral screen column of

37 mm, (1.45 inch) inside diameter. This necessitated the

separation of a-pinene from a sliglntly lov.er boiling frac-

tion and from camphene which boils about 3 higher than a-

plnene. The fact that the rotation and the refractive in-

dex of the a-pinene obtained varied slightly indicates

that trfces of impurities v;ere not removed. However, the

amounts of these impurities was insufficient to appreciably

affect the results.

The allo-ocimene"'' was fractionated in 200 cc. batches

through a four foot spiral screen column (inside diameter 10

mm. (0.40 inch). The small amount of dipentene initially

present in the samples and an intermediate fraction boil-

ing at 75-77° at 10 ram., were discarded.

These comix)unda had the folloY/ing range of physical

^Samples furnished through the courtesy of Naval Stores
Research Laboratory, U.S.D.A. and of Southern tine and
Chemical Company.
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constants:

a-plnene: l).p.^°*° ™^52.3°; a^^(2 dm.) +57.520- +58.26°;

j^25.0p 1,4631-1.4632.

allo-oclmeneJ b.p.^^ "^•77-78°; d^^*^ 0.8050-0.8056;

jj25.0j) 1,5418-1.5424.

Apparatus . The sealed tubes of liquid v;ere heated in

a v/ell insulated bath containing 5 gallons of oil agitated,

by two motor stirrers. Hydrogenated cottonseed oil, which

was used at first, gradually polymerized and was replaced

by v/hlte paraffin oil. Tlie temperature of the bath was

maintained constant by means of an Aininco Metastatic Ther-

moregulator connected to a vacuum tube-relay circuit de-

veloped by Huntress and Hershberg(o3) . Heat was supplied

by tv-o 250 watt blade heaters, one connected to the tem-

perature control circuit and the other directly to the

current source. A Beckmann thermometer placed in the bath

showed an average variation of +0.03° and a m<iximum varia-

tion of +0.04°. The Beclanann thermometer showed that the

average temperature of the bath did not change during the

course of the heating. The bath temperature measurements

were based on a thermometer calibrated by the U.S. Bureau

of Standards (reading directly to 0.1°). The temperatures

used in the experiments were 189.5° and 204.5°.
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Tv/0 spiral screen coiuimis of 10 mm, (0.40 inch) inside

diameter, four feet in length, were used to analyze the re-

action mixtures. Ice v/ater at 4-12°C. was circulated

tlirouf;h the column head condensers. In addition, Ice-ilCl

traps v.'ere placed in the system betv^een each column and

the manostat. Very little condensate was collected in the

traps (usually less than 0.1 m»)* All fractionations were

made at pressures between 10 and 20 mm,

Preliminary Procedure. In determining the amount of

a-pinene to be used for each reaction two factors v.ere con-

sidered. The volume should be small enough that the liquid

could be contained in a sealed glass tube capable of with-

standing the pressures developed at the temperatures used

but large enough that the amounts of material obtained be-

tween the pure fractions during the fractional distilla-

tions Y.ould have a small effect on the quantitative estima-

tion of the components. It was found that lengths of

heavy-walled Corning G-1 glass tubing of 27 mm, (1.08 inches)

inside diameter could be purchased for constructing the

tubes. To attain complete immersion in the oil brth these

tubes could be only 10-11 inches long. Since 2-3 inches of

free space should be left above the liquid in the tube, the

volume to be filled with liquid would be 90-100 cc. In

every case 94 cc.(80 gm. ) of a-pinene v^as placed in a tube.
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The amount of allo-oolmene in each sealed tube for

the separate polymerization study v/aa limited by the small

amount of allo-oclmene available. Samples of 17 .5-20 cc.

(14-16 gn.) of allo-ocimene v/ere placed in 55 cc. tubes

made from 20 mm. (0.8 inch) inside diameter glass tubing.

A sealed tube containinj^ 94 cc. (80 cm.) of a-pinene

and an enclosed thermometer (v^hich read about 0.6° low)

was used to measure the rate of heatin{r and of cooling of

the a-pinene under the conditions used. The data are

given in Table 10, page 42. To meastire the rate of heat-

ing the tube was placed in the oil bath for vailing lengths

of time and then withdravoi and the temperature of the liquid

observed. The tube was allov/ed to cool to room temperature

between each determination and the time recorded is the

total time taken for the tube to attain the temperature in-

dicated in the table. An additional 250 v;att heater was

turned on during the interval that the tube was being heat-

ed to temperature in order to counteract the cooling of the

oil by the tube.

The rate of cooling was determined by removing the

tube from the bath after it had reached constant temperature

and observing the temperature of the liquid in the tube at

various time intervals. The times recorded are the total

time taken for the tube to cool from the bath temperature

to the observed temperature.
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Table 10

Rates of Heating and coollnp of a-Hnene

A. Temperattire

Heatlnp:

Time



Table 11

Rates of Keating and Cooling of Allo-oclmene

A. Temperature = 189, e°C.

Heatlnp:

Time
mln.



The rate of cooliriG la so rapid that no appreciable

reaction v;ill occur after the tube is removed from the

bath. At each temperatxire, an appreciable amount of re-

action should occur about five minutea after the tube is

immersed in the bath. Hov/ever the finP-1 temperature is

not reached for another six or seven minutes. In each

case a correction of about eight minutea should be al-

lowed and so the tirae of heating of the a-pinene tubes

was recorded as starting eight minutes after the tubes

v;ere immersed in the oil bath. This correction is of no

significance for tubes heated more tlian 25 hours.

Similar experiments v/ith 20 cc. (16 gm.) of allo-

ocimene in a sealed tube v^ith an enclosed thermometer shov/ed

that at each tanperature six minutes vere required to raise

the temperature of the liquid to tliat of the bath. Based

on the heating data in Table 11, page 43, the time of heat-

ing of the tubes of allo-ocimene vms recorded as starting

4 minutes after the tubes vere inserted in the bath.

trocedure. The 94 cc. portions of freslily distilled

a-pinenc vere placed in 130 cc. tubes made from the Corn-

ing G-1 glac;s tubing. These txibes had been sealed at one

end and had a tubular opening of 5 mm. (0.2 inch) inside

diameter at the other. Each filled tube v/as connected to

a vacuum line at 3-4 mm. and evacuated for five minutes.
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The tubes were then sealed under vacuum.

The 17.5-20 cc. portions of freshly distilled allo-

ocimene were placed in the 35 cc. tubes which v/ere evac-

uated and sealed in the same manner as described for the

tubes of a-pinene«

After these sealed tubes had been placed In the oil

bath and heated for the desired length of time, they v/ere

opened and analyzed. The amount to be fractionated wrs

weighted. During the distillation all fractions were col-

lected in 15-20 cc. receivers v/hich had been weighed

previously. I'hen a fraction was cut by removing the re-

ceiver from the head it was weighed and the v/eight of the

fraction determined by difference.

Identification of 1-roducta . Four major components

were fovind in the mixtures: unreacted a-plnene, dlpentene,

allo-oclmene, and a polymer. Upon the fractionation of the

mixture the polymer was left in the kettle and was weighed.

a-Pinene Fraction s The recovered a-pinene had virtually

the same physical properties as the original with the ex-

ception of optical rotation. In the tubes which had little

a-pinene left it was sometimes difficult to recover pure

fractions of a-pinene but in most cases this was done.

There can be little doubt that the recovered material was

mainly a-pinene. For example, the first fraction of Tube

No. 14, in which at least 95^ isomerization had occurred.
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was a 2 cc, portion, b.p. (21 mm.) 52. 8-53,2, n^^D 1.4630,

d^^4 0.8525, a^^D (2 dm.) +20.460. ^ nltroayl chloride was

made by the nethod of Thurber and Thielke(33) by adding 3 cc.

of 90^ methyl alcohol and 2.5 cc. of iaoamyl nitrite to it.

This mixture was placed in a flask equipped with a mechanical

stirrer and maintained at -10° to -20° while 5 cc. of 4.7 N

HCl in 90^ methyl alcohol were alovly added over a period

of 40 minutes. The solution had a blue-green color and a

small amoxint of the derivative v/as suspended in it. This

was riltf^red in a funnel v;hlch liad been cooled in the ice-

box, and dried betueen clay plates. It melted 101-103°,

Crystallization from benzene yielded a small amount melting

with decomposition at 104-105© C, Tlrie nitrosochlorlde of

a-pinene was reported originally by Tilden and Shenstone(34)

as melting at 103°, Hot- ever it was noted by Tilden(35) at

a later date that recrystallizatlon of this compo\and raises

the melting point from 2° to 12° depending on the solvent.

Siraonsen{36) states that since the melting is accompanied

by decompoaltlon, the melting point varies with the rate of

heating and is usually found to be about 105-108°,

Di;.cntene Fraction : All of the dlpentene from the tubes

heated at 189.5° was combined and fractionated. It con-

tained little impurity. The main portions had the physical

properties:

b,p.(l0 mm.) 59° J d^^A 0.8387; n^^D 1,4702; a25D(2 dm.) -4.60°.
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The dlpentene was identified by its tetrftbromide. 7.5 gm.

v/ere dissolved in 60 cc. glacial acetic acid and 6 cc. (17.6

gm, ) of bromine v^ere added slowly with constant shaking.

When all but 0»3 cc, had been added the color of the solution

began to redden but the remainder of the bromine was added.

Tlie solution was allov/ed to stand for two days during which

the preciritate formed. It "fas filtered from the solution,

washed with acetic acid and dried. After recrystallization

from methyl alco}iol the crystals v.ere dried between clay

plates. Tliey melted 1'^4-125°, Wallach(37) firet prepared

this compound and reported a melting point of 125°, Gold-

blatt and PalkinCS'^) reported a melting point of 124,5-

125.5°,

Fraction Intermedlat^e between a-Pinene and Dipentene, 2-7JlS

(l»5-5 gm. ) of each reaction mixture boiled between a-pinene

and dipentene. This portion no doubt contained mainly a-

pinene and dipentene. There v/as some evidence ol the presence

of other compoimds, particularly in those tubes which had

reacted for the longer times. In these tubes an appreciable

frpction of b.p, 53-60° (20 itim, ) was sometimes obtained.

This fraction could contain a smell amount of comphene which

miglit have been present in the original a-pinene and also a

small amount of a-j^yronene. Dupont and Dulou(38) give for

a-pyronene a boiling point of 43°(11 mm.) rind a refrsctive

index (25°) of 1,4665. Hov ever, three attempts to make the

maleic anhydride addition product of a-pyronene from some

of these fractions v;ere unsuccessful.
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For the fraction of b.p. 60-72° (20 inm, ) the refractive

Index was aome times too high for that of dlpentene; In the

case of Tube No. 14, 1.0 gm. v/as obtained with an Index of

1.4727. Dupont and Dulou(38) list the refractive Index of

B-pyronene whlci bolla In this range as 1,4747. Hov;ever an

attempt to obtain a malelc anhydride addition product from

this fraction was unsuccessful. The second fractions of

Tubes No. 29 and 30 were combined (3 gm.; n^^ 1.4710; b.p,

(20 ram,) 57-72°). From this a melelc anhydride addition

product was made by adding 2 gm. of malelc anhydride and

heating the mixture on the v-ater bath for one hour. Upon

cooling a gum separated from the liquid phase. The gum vas

washed with water and crystallized from methanol. It melted

at 157-158°, Dupont and Dulou(38) found for the malelc an-

hydride addition product of B-pyronene a melting point of

154°, Goldblatt and Palkin(32) list it as 163-164°,

Allo-oclmene Fraction s The allo-oclmene was seldom obtained

pure In these fractionations. The refractive indices (25°)

were In the range 1,5530-1.5410. Only 1-3^ of each mixture

was found to boll between pure dlpentene and the allo-oclmene

obtained. This intermeci^te portion was combined with the

allo-oclmene portion for all the tubes heated at 189,5° and

the mixture fractionated. There rere obtained 15 gpi, of dl-

pentene, 3.2 gm. of intermediate fraction and 29 gm, of allo-

oclmene, b.i.. (11 mm.) 76-79°> n'-^D 1.5408-1.5424; A^^4 0.8068-

0.8083. From this distillation It is obvious that no appre-
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ciable amoxint of comi)OTind Is formed boiling between dipentene

and the allo-oclmene. The allo-ocijaene poi'tion had a boil-

ing range which could not be attributed to the presence of

dipentene as may be seen from the refractive index and den-

sity ranges. Similar behavior v/as noticed during the frac-

tionation of the coirmierclal samples of allo-oclmene. Ho\.ever

in these latter crses a much higher percentage of high boil-

component \.'as obtained.

The allo-ocimene was identified by its maleic anliydi'ide

addition pi^oduct v/hich was prepared by the metiiod of Gold-

blatt and ralkin(32). 7.3 gm. of allo-ocimene (n^^ 1,5415)

was added to 5,5 gm. of meleic anhydride in a test tube

which was then suspended in a beaker of boiling v.ater for

1,5 hours. The product was distilled at 190-192*^ at 9 mm.

The yield (10 0n. ) vas v/ashed with heptane end reorystalliiied

from hexane. Large white crystals, ra.p, 81,0-81,5°, v.ere

obtained. Arbuzov(30) reported a melting point of 81-G2®,

and Oodblatt and Falkin, after two recrystallizationa from

hexane, obtained crystals melting 83-84°,

Polymer i The lolymer obteined Iriad refractive indices (25°)

varying from 1,5130 to 1,5230, In the tubes heated for the

longer times txiis value was always close to 1.5190, A por-

tion of tkio polymer (n^'^D 1,5180, d''^^4 0,8857) was distilled

with the results given in Table 12, page 50,

Molecular weight determinations by the freezing point
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depression method were made of fractions 2 and 3, using

cyclohexfine (n^'^D 1.4233; f.p. b,90^Q,\ molal f.p, depression

20,0 ) as the colvent. If tne polymer were a dlmer (CgQ^g^

the molecular v;eight would be 272# Four determinations on

fraction 2 gave an average molecular weight of 262 with an

average ueviatlon of 0#75;^ and a maximum deviation of 1,90^.

Two determinations on fraction 3 gave values of 284 and 285,

respectively* From these results the polymer appears to be

a dlmer.

Table 12

Fractionation of the Polymer

Fraction
Ko,



the concentration of dipentene is represented by a change

of one part in the fotirth decimal place of the refractive

index and since the majcimum deviation from a straiglit line

in the observed data Is 1.1^ all analyses v.ere based on a

straight line relation.

Since a small percentaf-e of other components (probably

csmphene, a- and B-pyronene) is present in the range boiling

between a-pinene and dipentene an error exists in calcu-

lating the percentage of these latter comjx>nents on the

basis of refractive index. The refractive indices of cam-

phene, a- end B-pyronene are hi(::iier tl^an that of a-plnene

and would tend to increase the calculated percenta^^e of

dipentene.

This is illustrated in the case of Tubes No. 29 and

30. These v/ere heated at 204.5*' for a length of tline such

that less than 0.5/^ a-pinene should have rem^^ined. About

4% of each reaction mixture distilled at 20 ram. betv/een

53° and the boilinc point of dipentene (72° at 20 iran.

)

and the refractive Indices (25°) of these fractions veve

in the range 1.4680-1.4720. This should represent the mfix-

imuin funount of impurity vrhlch Jias been calculated as dipen-

tene. These lover boiling fractions no doubt contained

some dipentene. Thus it is probably thrt the error in

the determination of the dipentene for these tubes does not

exceed Z%,

A small amount of camphcne (about 0.5^) may be initially
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present in the substrate. The pyronenes Increase In amovtnt

with the tine of heating xmtil, at the virtual completion of

the isomerization of a-plnene, tiie pyronenes plus the camphene

constitute about 3/& of the reaction mixture. Tuc total cor-

rection for the percentage of camphene and the pyronenes was

obtained by assuming 0.5^ of camphene and a linesr increi.se

in the pyronenes v/ith respect to the amount of a-pinene reacted,

until at completion of the reaction 2,5^ of the pyronene.-^ are

present. By subtracting this correction from the percentage

of dipentene drtcrmined on the basis of refi active index a

more accurate Value of the dipentene concentration is obtrined.

Hie percentage of a-pinene should be little affected.

It is believed that the a-plnene can be estimntod to ±1% from

refractive index measurements.

Similar data r/ere obtained for nixtures of dipentene

and allo-ocimene and are recorded in Table 14, page 55, The

maximum deviation from a linear relation is about 1,3^ di-

pentene at 40% dipentene. Sucli a snail deviation v/hen applied

to mixtures of not over 10 grams vould have no significant

effect In the determination of the quiintlty of dipentene.

Actually the weight of any fraction containing this mixture

never exceeded 6 grams. Therefore ^11 calculations of com-

position for mixtures of allo-ocimene and dipentene v/ere made

assuming a linear relation brtv/een refractive Index and com-

position.
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Table 13

Refrr.ctlve Inci.lces of Mixtures of
a- i inane and Dipentene

Weight %
pentene



In the frrctlonr.tlons of the reaction mixtures one

to one and a half graraa of material usually were unaccounted

for. VJhen the column and head were not liranedlately rinsed

out following; a distillation a white gumny solid formed in

small amounts In the column head !.nd sldearra. Allo-oclmene

forms such a compoiind v/hen exposed to the air and It la

believed that most of the material unrecovered was allo-

oclmene. To trace this loss of material and to check the

applicability of the refractive index data to the analysis

of the com; onents, test mixtures of knovn composition v/ere

fractionated in the analytical columns. The analyses \/ere

made on the basis of refractive index as discussed above.

Table 15

Fractionation of Test Mixtures

Wt. a-pinene Ft. dipentsne Ft. allo-oclmene V/t. polymer
act, obs. dev. act, obs. dev. act, obs. dev. act , obs'. dev.

1. A2j6 41;.^ -r'.S r4,b 14.6 -fO.l 4.o 5.7 -0.6 4.4 4.2 -0.2
2. 9.8 9.6 -0.2 49.8 4G.7 -0.1 5.5 3.2 -0.4 12.6 12.5 -0.1
5. — 6.6 6.5 -0.3 5.1 2.2 -0.9 4.7 4.9 +0.2
-• ~~" -— 5.3 4.3 -0.5 2.1 1.4 -0.7 10.2 10.1 -0.1

av. loss e 0.2 av. loss s 0.2 av. loss «= 0.65 av. loss =""0705

The average loaaea are 0.05 ^. of polymer, 0.2 gm. of

a-plnene, 0.2 gni. of dlpentene and 0.65 gm. of allo-oclmene.

To reduce the efiect of the appreciable loss of allo-ocimene

on the calculations a correction of 0.5 gm. was added to the

observed v/elght of allo-ocimene in each analysis.
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laomerlzatlon of s.'-Plncnc » Duplicate tuboa of a-pinene

were heated at 109.5^ for periods of from 20.5 to 607 hours

and at 204.5'^ for periods of from 7.33 to 267 hours. Tables

16 and 17, pages 56 and 57, clve the physical properties of

the reaction mixtures imriediately after the tubec^ v.cre open-

ed.

The refractive indices and boiling points of the frac-

tiono obtained by distillation of these reaction Mixtures

are given in Tables 35-66 (appendix).

Effect of hest on Allo-ocimene and Dipentene . Harries (39)

reported that dipentene is unreactive when heated in sealed

tubes at temperatures up to 300°. To verify thit., two seal-

ed tubes, each containing 14 gm. of the purified dipentene,

were heated for foiir hours in an oil bath at 245-255°. Frac-

tionation of the combined product yielded 26«6 gm. of tmchanged

dipentene and 0.3 ^n. of a high-boiling residue (n D 1.5007).

A sealed tube containing 17 0n. of a mixture of 4:6%

allo-ocimcne and 54;^ dipentene was heated for four liours

under the same condition. By fractionation of the products

the dipentene was recovered unchanged. In addition, the

products contr.ined about 2% of a l^wer boiling fraction,

31;-^ of poljTner and 13;^ of laireacted allo-ocimene. From this

it is apparent tliat the dipentene yields no products, tiiat

it is not a.ppreciably involved in the formation of the poly-

mer and that the allo-ocimene alone forms the polymer.
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Table 16

Physical Properties of Reaction Mixtures

Temperature a 189,5°

Tube
No*



Table 17



Arbuzov(50) heated ullo-oclxiene in a sealed tube for

one hoxir at 250-500° and one-half hour at 320°. Upon frac-

tionation he obtained 7 £pn, of material boiling from 55 (14 inxn)

to 155° (4 mm) and 8 gn. of a polymer. Arbuzov reported that

refractionatlon of the lower boiling portion yielded 5 gn.

of a terpene, b.p. 57-58.5° (14 mm.), n^^ 1.4785, d^g 0.8422.

This terpene gave no crystalline tetrabromide nor nitrosite.

He did not attempt to prepare the maleic anhydride addition

product. From the similarity of the physical properties of

this terpene to those reported by Dupont and Dulou(38) for

B-pyronene it was suspected that this might be B-pyronene

formed by the cyclization of allo-oclmene. To check this

point, 60 gm. of allo-ocimene were heated at 300-510° for

two and a half hoiirs in a sealed tube. The products obtain-

ed were divided into four main fractions:

Fraction 1. 9% b.p. (20 mm.)43-57° n^^ 1.4663

Fraction 2. 15^ b.p. (20 mm.) 57-69° n^^ 1.4791

Fraction 5. 12J^ b.p. (20 mra.)69-90° n^^ 1.4848

Fraction 4, 64^ Polymer n^^D 1.5166

Before the analyses of these fractions vere started Gold-

blatt(40) stated that he had already completed ey^periments

proving that a- and B-pyronene are formed by the cyclization

of allo-ocimene. Since Fractions 1 and 2 have physical

properties which correspond to those of a- and B-pyronene,
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respectively, maleic anhydride addition products vrere made

of these two fractions.

4»5 gm. of Fraction 1 were added to 4 gpi, of maleic

anhydride and heated on a v;ater bath for three hoxirs. The

product v/as distilled yielding 0#8 g. of oil, b.p. (12 mm.)

48-54°, n^^ 1,4668 and 3 gm. of a viscous material, b.p.

(12 mm.) 202-204**. This latter fraction was probably the

addition product of maleic anhydride v»ith a-pyronene. How-

ever, repeated attempts to recrystalllzc it from methanol

were unsuccessful.

7.5 g. of Fraction 2 were added to 6 ^. of maleic

anliydrlde and heated for one hour. Distillation of the mix-

ture gave 6 gra. of an addition product, b.p. (12 ram.) 195-

198°. Tills vras crystallized from aqueous methanol. Tlie

crystals melted at 161-162°. Goldblatt and Palkin(32) re-

ported a melting point of 163-164° for this derivative of

B-pyronene.

These findings confirm the report of Goldblatt that

allo-ocimene cyclizes to form the pyronenes.

Kinetics of the Isomerlzation . The quantitative analyses

of the isomerlzation products of a-pinene indicated tliat the

amovmt of dlpentene Increased continuously. The monomerlc

allo-ocimene reached a maximum value when the a-plnene was

40-75;^ isomerized and then slowly decreased, v^rhile the poly-

mer continuously increased.
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Fron these data it Is probable that the dlpentene and

allo-oclmene are produced by simultaneous side reactions,

and the polymer by a consecutive reaction from the allo-

oclmene*

Tliece tv.'O side reactions would each be expected to be

first order. In a reaction of this order the rate is direct-

ly proportional to the concentration of the substrate, or,

mathematically,

-dc/dt « kc (11)

where c Is the concentration of the substrate. If a is the

Initial concentration of the substrate, and x is the de-

crease in its concentration after time t, the amount of sub-

strate remaining v.ill be a-x. Then

-d{a - x)/dt = k(a - x) (12)

-da/dt + dx/dt = k(a - X)

Since a ia constant,
" dx/dt a k(a - x)

or, dx/(a - x) = k(dt)

Intecratinc this:
-ln(a - x) = kt + C (13)

At t = 0, X = 0; -ln(a) = C

Then: ln(a) - ln(a - x) « kt

k = (l/t)ln a = 2^303 -^ a (14)
a - X t <: a - X

Since the reaction tubes contained practically 100/^

a-pinene, the rate of diaappearance of a-plnene may be
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calculated at any {riven tlrae, t, by letting a = 100.0 and

(a - x) e the percentage of a-pinene unrenctcd at time t.

For example, 64.1/2 a-pinene was recovered from the reaction

mixture of Tube No. 6, which had been heated 4920 minutes

at 189.5°. Then

let = l^ggS /o^ IgJ^ « 9.01xl0"^min.'-'- (15)

If k^ equals the rate of formation of dipentene, and

kg the rate of formation of allo-ocimene, k' above, the rate

of disappearance of a-pinene, is equivalent to Ic^, + ^p*

dx/dt » kj^(a - x) + kgCa - x) = (k-^ + kg)(a - x) (16)

By the above steps it may be derived that

k^ + kg = ^^^ log ^-S-^ (17)

In order to evaluate k, and kg separately, consider the

following:

Rate of formation of dipentene = k]^(a - x)
Rate of formation of allo-ocimene = kg (a - x)

Then, at any time, the ratio of the concentrations of di-

pentene to allo-ocimene would be equal to k-j^/kg provided no

other complications were involved. In this particular re-

action the allo-ocimene polymerizoa rather rapidly, and

the total amount of allo-ocimene that has been formed in

the reaction at any time is equal to the sum of the allo-
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ocimene and the polymer present in the reaction mixture.

ao, at any ^Iven time,

IC]^ ^ Dlpentene
k2 Allo-oclmene + Polymer (18)

Tables 18 and 19, pages 63 and 64, aumniarlze the data

for the tubes v^ilch v/ere heated vt 189.5° and 204,5'*, res-

pectively. Column 4 lists the values of k' (= k^. + ko)

calculated from the % of a-plnene unre«cted. Column 5

lists the calculated total percentage of the compounds

boiling between a-plnene and dlpentene. In column 9 are

the values of k^A2 Cfilculo.ted from the ratios of dlpentene

to allo-oclmene plus polymer found in each analysis.

How ki -f kp _ If,^°^
^ kg

' - -^ + 1 (19)

and ki + kg « k' « k2(-^ + 1)

Hence ko = .. k» .^^
2 (kiA2 -f 1) ^2°^

Since k' and k./kg are both calculated from the experimental

data, the individual values of k-^ and kg can be determined.

The following calculations are made using the average value

of k' end kiA2*

At 189.5°- kg « 8 » 99x10-5 „ 8,99 ^..-5
2,14 + 1.00 3,14

"•"

kg m 2.86x10*5 mln."^
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Table 18

Summary of Results and Calculations
Temperature = 189.5°

% ^ %
Tube Time a-plnene k»xlO^ other % dl- % alio- %
Ho. min. unreacted mln."-^ compda. pentene oclmene polymer k^^A^p

1
2



Tp.ble 19

Stmunary of Results and Calculctlons
Temperature » 204.5°

% . %
Time a-plnene k»xig° other % dl- % alio- %
nin, um^eacted mi^n,";!; conpda. p,entene ocimene rol:/mor k-. /^o

440 85,5 35,6 0.8 9,1 4.0 0.6 1.97
440 86.2 33.8 0.8 8.1 4.1 0.8 (1.65)

825 74.1 35.3 1.1 16.6 6.6 1.6 2.02
825 74.4 35.9 1.1 16.1 6.9 1,5 1,92

1200 64,8 36.2 1.4 22.5 7.0 3.5 1.99
1200 65.3 35.5 1.4 22.4 7.6 3.3 2.05

1500 58.7 35.5 1.5 26.5 8,3 4,0 1.99
1500 56.4 o5.9 1.5 26.8 8.4 4.C 2.02

2040 48,1 35,9 1,8 33.4 8.5 8.2 2.00
2040 48.1 35.9 1.8 33.5 8.5 8.1 2.02

3060 32,1 37.1 2.2 44.0 8.0 15.7 2.03
3060 32.1 37.1 2.2 44.0 8.4 13.3 2.03

6060 11.1 56.3 2.7 57.5 6.9 21,8 2.00
6060 11.2 36.1 2.7 57.3 6.8 22.0 1.99

16020 3.0 64.4 4.9 27.7 1,97
IOC 20 5.0 64.2 5.0 27.8 1.96

Av. k» = 35.9x10^ Av, kx/k^ = 2.00
Av.Dov.a 0.5xl0~5 Av. Dev.'' « 0.025

% Av.Dev.B 1,A% % Av. Dev. = l.Z%
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and k^ = k« - ko = (8.99 - 2.86)xl0"^

k^^ » 6.13x10"^ min,~l

At {304.5°- kr. " 3.59X10--* ^ 5.59 j^^q-4:
*- 2.00 + 1.00 3.00

kg « 1.20xl0""^ln.~^

and k^^ " k» - kg « (3.59 - 1.20)xl0~*

ki = 2.39xlO"'Vln.~-'-

Decrease In Optical Rotation of the Unreacted a-Plnene .-

A study of a nodel of the a-plnene molecule shows th^t It

is necessary to break at least two carbon to c£.rbon vf.lence

bonds, shift tvro hydrogen atoms, and then Join the bonds in

a different position before It can be clisnged to the mirror

image. Juch a 3tep would seem Improbable as the molecule

would be broken up completely during the transformation and

apparently could form allo-oclmene more retdily than it could

re-form a-pinene.

Attempts have been made unsuccessfully by various

workers to prove or disprove the existence of foxxr optical

isomers of a-plnene since it hatj two asymmetric carbon atoms.

However the study of the iiodel of the a-plnene molecule in-

dicates that these two c&rbon atoms, the carbon links be-

tween the six-membered ring and the cyclobutane ring, are

so bound to the molecule that only tv/o optical isomers seem

possible.

Nevertheless, during the heating the optical activity

of the unreacted a-plnene slov/ly decreases at a rate which
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fits a first order reaction equation with an average deviation

of 9.7^ at 189,5° and of 6,5% at 204, 5°. The constants, meas-

uring the rate of decrease to zero optical rotrtion of the

a-pinene at the tvro temperatures, are piven in coliann 5, Tables

20 and 21, pa£ies 67 and 68. They v/ere calculated by the formula!

i»here a^ Is the Initirl observed fingle of rotation of the a-

plnene and a^ Is its» observed ojrigle of rotation at time t,

using a 2 dm. tube.

The G-pinene from gum turpentine, heated in Tubes No. 40

and 41, which has a nef^ative rotation, also underwent a de-

crease in its optical activity. Its' rate of decrease of

opticFj. activity is of the r-me order of magnitude as that

of the d-a-pinene but the determination of the exact vplue

Is subject to 1 rre error because of the small rotation of

the samjle.

If the recovered material with the lowered rotation is

pure a-plnene, and this seems to be the case, the a-plnene pro-

bably does raceraize. In bredc ing its bonds to form ello-

ocimene the a-plnene moy form an Intermediate which could

proauce allo-ocimene or recyclize to form a-plnene. Upon re-

cycllzing this intermediate could form either of the optical

isomers with equal ease resulting in a racemic mixture. The

rate constant for the racemization of a-plnene v'ould be one-

half the vplue of k^, since, startinc v/lth the pure d-a-pinene.
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Table 20

Decrease In Optical Rotation of a-Plnene
Tempera tvire = 189.5°

Tube
No.

Time
min.

&^{2 dm.) at (2 dm.) k4x10

J

m
kgXlO"
min."-*-

1
2



Table 21

Decrease in Optical Rotation of a-I'inene
Temperature = 204.5^

Tube
No.

Time
min.

a^(2 dm.) sl^{P dm.) kJxlO^
mln.'

ksxlO
min."

15
16



only lialf of the a-plnenr molecules must change their rotation

in order to form a racemlc mixture (26,28) . The racemlzatlon

rate constants of a-pinene, kg, are given In colvimn 6, Tables

20 and 21.

•

Polyi?ierizatlon of Allo-oclriene * From the data previously ob-

tained, it would seem that cllo-oclmene shoiold form a dimer

by a second order reaction. Preliminary experiments Indicated

that tLe polymer from pure ollo-ocimene was more homogeneous

than that formed from the products of the a-pinene isomerlzations,

The former boiled et 173-176°C. (9 mm.) and had a refractive

index range (25°) of 1.5208-1.5212. Three molecular welfstit

determinations of this sample of polymer gave values of 260,

260 and 262.

In studying this reaction, the sealed tubes of allo-oclmene

were heated for varying lengths of time and then were opened

and the allo-oclmene was separated from its diner in the spiral

8cre.-^n analytical colurans previously described. A known weight

of the mixture wps taken for the separation of the components

and the polymer remaining in the flask was weighed. Tlie % pol-

ymer formed was calculated by dividing the weight of polymer

by the total weight of mixture taken. Tl-ie data are given in

Tables 22 and 23, pages 74 and 75. The n^^ for ttie allo-oc-

lmene recovered from each tube le given in colvmin 4 ©f the-^e

tables. In general this value tends to decrease for those

tubes heated for the longer times. This decrease in refractive
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Index is probably due to the formation of small nraounta of a-

and B-pyronene from the nllo-oclmene. However, a complete in-

terpretation of these data must awrit further study.

Unexpectedly, it ras found that the dlmerlzation does not

go to completion. Thi? suf^eated either that the allo-ocimene

contained a component that will not polyroerize or that the dimer

was in eiuilibrium with ita monomer. Tlie recovored allo-oc-

imene (2 gm. ) from Tubes No. 66 and 67 was heated 24 hours at

lo9«5°. The product was almost completely polymer, b.p. (10 mm.)

170-178°, n^^ 1.5190. The allo-ocimene in Tube No. 68 was

that recovered from tubes No. 58-59. Thus it is seen that the

unre acted portion may be aimeri zed if separated from the dimer

already formed.

Sealed tubes of the recovered polymer were heated to see

if allo-ocimene coulu be obtained from it. These data are given

in Teble 24, page 76. The polymer recovered from Tube No. 90

was sealed in Tube No. 91 and heate i for the same length of time.

The same amount of allo-ocimene was recovered in each esse.

There can be no doubt that this is an equilibrium reaction.

The rate constants for the formation oi the diner, calcu-

late! from formula (30), derived from tlie follovin^'; considerations.

The reaction is of the type

A + A \
^" * B

If no B is initially present, then at any time,

dx/dt = k4(a - x)^ - kgX (22)

where a is the initial concentration of A in moles/liter and x
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and from (22)-

dx/dt = kAa - x)^ - k4(a - q)^x/q (24)

cLx/dt = k4(a^ " V.ax + x^ - (x/q) (a^ - 2aH + q^))

dx/dt a k>i(a^ - Sax + x^ - a^x/q + 2ax - xq)

Is the niomber of moles/liter reacted at time t.

At equlllbrivua, k4(a - q)^ « ksq (23)

where ^ Is the amotmt of A reacted when equilibrium Is reached.

Then kg « k^(a - q)^/q.

^^ '^

dx/dt = k4((a - x)^ - (a - q)2(x/q))

djc/dt = k^ia^H - x/q) + x(x - q)

)

dx/dt » k4((aVq)(q - x) - x(q - x))

dx/dt =* (k4/q)(q - x) (a^ - xq) (25)

»**«"- q^ ,, ., ^ - k4dt (26)
(q - x)(a'' - xq)

Solving the left hend tenn of (26) by partial fractions.

Let g M ^ N /_„»
(q - x)(ay - xq)

^
(q - X> + (a^ - xq) <27)

where M and N are constants. Then

q = M(a^ - xq) + N(q - x)

q = Ma - Mxq + Nq - Nx

Equating coeiflcients of like powers of x,

q = Ma'" + Hq

= -Mq - N and N = -Mq

q = Ma - Mq

M = q/(a2 - q^) and N = -qV(a^ - q^)

Therefore- q . q _ q^
(q - x)(a==^ - xq) (a^ - q^)(q - x) (a''^ - q'=) (a'^-xq)
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. „ q .,..,(~ln(q-x))- -7-rrS- i^( -l/q)ln(a2 - xq) = k4t + C

Combining terras:

[^^lo5 <

f' : ;?
^ = k4t + C (28)

a*" - q*-~ ^ {q

At t = 0, X « and C = £fe303a loglU (29)
a - q*^ "^q

So (28) becomes

k, = ^JtP^ • -^ glo©2ialjL_xqJI (30)
4 t a^ - q^ a^(q - x)

Since L:econd order refaction constants Involve a concen-

tration unit It is necessary to know the density of the &lio-

ocimene at the temperatures at which the reaction occurred.

To determine thie, 35 cc. of «.llo-ociraene were placed in a

tube of 1 cm. Insidr diameter and seeled. The tube v-as plfcced

in the oil bath at 204.5° for ten minutes and the level of tiie

allo-ocimene in the tube marked. Tixe liquid wos then cooled

to 25° and this level marked. After the tube wps broken and

the liquid reiiioved, the incret.se in voliAme was found to be

19J^ by determinin£^ the wci£:,ht of water in tie tube V7hen filled

to each mark. Since the allo-ocimene has a d| of 0.805 it

folloY;s that d|°^*^ « 0.805/1.19 « 0,68. By interpolation

^189.5 .d^ la estimated to be 0.89,

The inltiol molar cone ontrrt ion, s, of allo-ocimene at

204.5° = dxlOOO/m.w. = 680/156 = 5.0 moles/liter.
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At 189.5° this vnlue la 690/136 » 5.1 moles/liter.

The number ol" moles/liter of allo-oclmene reacted

at equilibrium, q, equals (axji allo-ocimene reacted at

equilibrium). At 189. 5^^ the avrrope of Tubes No. 66,67,93

and 94 inuic;ite that B9% allo-ocimene had reacted at equil-

ibriom. Thus q = 5,0(0.89) c 4.5 moles/liter.

At S04.5°, the average of Tubes Ho, 80,f31, 95, and 96 in-

dicate that 88^ allo-ocimene had reacted at euuillbrium.

Hence, at 204.5°, q = 0.88(5.1) = 4.5 raoles/llter,

Tlie calculation of k^ by equation (30) may be illus-

trated with the data for Tube No. 54, which, when heated

408 minutes at 109.5° yielded 64^ polymer. The units of

concentrfttlon in the momeretor ojid denominator cancel in

the log term and fractions may be .substituted airectly in

this ij&rt of the equation, whure a = 1.00, q »= 0.G9, and

X = 0.54.

k, n 2.305 4.5 , 0.69(1-0.89(0.64)).
4 408 (5.1)'=^' - (4.5)^ ^ 1.0(0.69 - 0.64)

k, = 8.1x10**^ litcrs/mole-min.
4 '

The vnlues of k^ are given in column 8, Tables 22 and 23,

pa.£,e2 74 ana 75. From this it may be concluded that the

dats^ for the reaction hcs been correctly Interpreted.

Several Dlela-Alder reactions have been found to be rever-

sible bimolecular asaoclatlons of the seme type as the dimer-

ization of allo-ocimene. All of these Diels-Alder reactions

involve "a 1:4 addition of an ethenoid to a butadienoid system"

(41). The dimeriaatlon of allo-ocimene is quite probtbly the
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Table 22

Reversible FolymerlEctlon of Allo-ocimene
Teri] eratiire « 189. 5©

a e 5.1 moles/liter q « 4,5 moles/liter

Alio-

Tube
No.



Table 23

Reversible Folycierizatlon of Allo-oclmene
Temperature «» 204.5°

a e 5.0 raolea/llter q « 4.5 molea/liter

Tube
Ho.





same type of blmolecvilar association. It Is believed that

the cllo-oclmene raolecule furnlshlnc a single double bond

to the ring formation of the dimer reacts only at the middle

double bona. If it should react at either of the end double

bonds a conjugated system would be left free to react further

and a chain polymerization would be e:xpected to occur.

By determining the equllibrl-um constant of the reaction,

the value of kc, the rate of decomposition of the dimer to

allo-ocimene may be calculated from the equation K_„ =

k./kc. The density of the equilibrium mixtures at 25°

in Tubes No. 66 and 80 was foxind to be about 0,875. To

determine the density of the equilibrixim mixture at 204.5°

the method described for the determination of the density

of allo-ocimene at this temperature was used. It was found

to be 0.74. By interpolation, the density of the equilibrium

mixture at 109.5® was calculated as 0.75.

K„ = (polymer)
®1» (allo-ocimene)'^

At 189.5°, 0.89(0. 75 ).^iooo

Keq. =
o .ft^ „.) p = 6.7 liters/mole

^ ^0.11(0.75)^j^QQQ)2
loo

kg = \s.^/K^ = 8.4xlO"V6.7 = 1.25xl0"'*rain.-l

Similarly, at 204.5°,

Keq, = 5,6 liters/mole

^5 = k4Aeq, « 2.2x10-3/5.6

k5 = 3.9xl0-'^in.-l
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The general form of the Arrheniua equation, expressing

the relation of the reaction velocity p.nd temperature la

d In k E. /,, V—35— » -m^ <3i)

in which k Is the reaction rate constant, E is a constant

termed the energy of activation, R is the molar gas con-

str'nt, and T is the absolute teraperature. Integrating

this equation between the llmita ol" Tg and Ti^,

1 kr> E . To - Ti /,o^
los-rr^ " 2.503R ilg^l ^ '

v?here ko is the reaction rate constant at Tg and k^^ is

the reaction rate conatpnt at T^. Usinf; the value of

^204 s/'^lBS.S ^°^ each reaction, the energies of activation

Trere calculated. The data are recorded in Table 25, page 79.

Equation (31) raay be integrated without limits

j

In k = -E/RT + In a (33)

where In s is the integration constant.

Then k = ae""^/^^ (34)

For gaseous reactions it has been shown that e ^' "*

Is an expression of the fraction of the molecules in the

reaction system havinp energy equal to or greater than the

activation energy E(42)* Pof bimolecular reactions s refers

to the nuidber of nolecules colliding and usually has a

value of about 10^^ or lO"*-^ when the rate constants are ex-

pressed in liter s/mole-min. For unimolecular reactions a us-

ually has a val\ie of about 10^* or 10^ min."^ Attempts have

been made to associate a for these unimolecular reactions
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with the frequency of vlbrationa In a molecule (4 3).

The values of log s, calculated at 189,5° are given

In column 3, Table 25. All of the reactions have value a of

s following the^e general rules except the decomposition

of the dimer to allo-ocimene. The large error involved

in the determination of the rate constants for this reaction

makes the deviation in the value of s of doubtful signifi-

cance. It does, liowever, suggest that the uninolecular

decomposition of the dimer occurs tiirougli a meclianism

such that the second order rate of formation of tho acti-

vated complex i;. not t.s rapid as the unimoleculer de-

composition of the activ ted complex to form allo-ocimene.

Table 25

Energies of Activation

Reaction

Raccraization of a-pinene

a-pinene ^t^p^dipentene

a-pinene > allo-ocimene

2 (allo-ocimene) vdimer

dimer »2 ( allo-ocimene

)

EAn+:.(cals.)



Cujmmarx«- From the data presented in this chapter the

over-all reaction appears to be:

d-a-pincno
l-a-pinene

k3
dl-a-plnene

a-pyronene
B-pyronene

> dlpentene



(1

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

(7

(8

(9
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Appendix



Table 27

Piste Determination

luian
No.



Table 29

Fractionation of Commercial
a-Plnene in Column 7

Fraction



Table 30

Fractionation of a Mixture of
a-Pinene, Campheno and B-Pinene in Column 7

Fraction
No.



I

Table 31

Fractionation of a Mixture of
Carbon TetracJiloride and Cyclohexane in Column 8

25
CCL4: n D 1.4531 25.

Cyclohexane: n D 1.4230

Fraction
No.



Table 32

Fractionation of a Mixture of
a-Plnene and B-Pinene in Col\unn 8

Fraction



Table 53

Distillation of a Mixture of
a-Plnene and Coimnerclal Dipentene in Colvmin 8

Fraction





Table 35

Analysis of Tube No. 1
(Heated at 189.500. for 20.6 hours)



Table 37

Anrlysls of Tube No, 3
(Heated at 189, 5^0 , for 51 hours)



Table 39

Analyais of Tube No. 5
(Heated at ISQ.S^'C. for 82 hours)



TRble 41

Analysis of Tub© No. 40
(Heated vt 1£9.5°C. for 130 liours)



Table 43

Axxalyals of Tube No. 7
(Heated at 189.5^0. for 178 hotirs)



Table 45

Analysis of Tube No. 9
(Heated at 189.5^0. for 250.5 hours)



Table 47

Analysis of Tube No, 11
(Heated at 169. 5°C for 377 hours)



Table 49

Analysis of Tube Ko. 13
(Eeated at 189. 5°C. for 607 hours)



Table 51

Anal^^sia of Txbe No, 15
(Heated at 204.5 C. for 7.33 hours)

Fract,



Table 53

Analysis of Tube No. 17
(Heated at 204. S^C. for 13.75 ho\ira)



Table 55

Analysis o£ Tiibe No. 19
(Heated at 204.5° C. for 20 hours)



Table 57

1-5
4

5
6
7
Corr •

8

Analysis of Tube Ho. 21
(Heated at 204.5° for 25 hotirs)

v;t.

Pract. Ft,
No. n^^

(20
f?ii3. mri.

)

4I7S^ 52.4
7.2 52.4-

72 1.4677
15.9 72.0 1.4702
1.0 72-86 1.5019
5.4 86-89 1.5402

Total
V/t.

% SL" % 61" % alio- %
^________ plnene yentene oclraene pol^nrfier

1.4631 55.40 55.40

0.5
3.8

Totals 75.7
pol,

1.5415
1.5195

9.52
21.00
1.32
7.14
0.66
5.02

3.35 6.17
21.00
0.73
0.14

58.7 28.0

0.59
7.00
0.66

wt.
Pract. Fr.
Ho. f?na.

"I 4.2
2-8
9

36.7
2.5

10 2.8
11-12 13.3

4.213
14
15
16
Corr.
17

l.o
2.1
3.5
0.5
3.7

TotalsTSTTJ

Table 58

Analysis of Tube No. 22
(Heated at 204. 5°C. for 25 houra)

B.P.
(20
inm.

)

52.3
52.3
52.3-

53
53-72
72.0
72-73
73-85
85-88
88-89

1X>1.

%
Total ^ a- % di- % alio- %

n^°D Wt. plnene pentene ocimene polymer
1.4630 5. GO 5. 6C
1.4631 48.95 48.95

1.4634
1.4690
•1.470.:

1.4714
1.4874
1.5342
1.5416
1.5415
1.5193

3.33
3.73

17.74
5.60
2.00
2.80
4.67
0.67
4.93

3.19
0.63

0.14
3.10

17.74
5.51
1.52
0.29

58.4 28.3

0.09
0.48
2.51
4.57
0.67

4.95
4.9
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Table 59
Analysis of Tube No. 23

(Heated at 204.5° for 34 hours)



Table 61

Analysis of Tube No. 25
(Heated at 204, 5°C. for 51 hours)



Table 63

Fract.
No.
1
2

3-6
7
8
Corr.
9

v;t.

Fr.

6.1
4.3

41.0
2.9
2.9
0,5
16.1

Analysis of Tube No. 27
(Heated at 204. 5°C. for 101 hours)

B.P.
(20
mm.

)

1.4631

%
Total
Wt.
8,27

Totals TsTO

5274
52,4-

72 1,4666 5.83
72.0 1.4702 55,51
72-87 1,5111 3,93
87-90 1,5410 3.93

1.541b 0.68
pol, 1.5196 21,80

% Si- % di- % alio- %
plnene pentene oclmene polymer

0.27

2,85

1,67
0.04

11.1

2,98
55,51

0«eQ

60,2

2.26
3.89
0.68

21.80
21.8

Table 64

Analysis of Tube No. 28
(Heated at 204, 5°C. for 101 hours)



T&ble 65

Analyala of Tube No. 29
(Heated at 204. 5°C. for 267 hours)
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